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ABSTRACr

A remarkable aspect of Affvn's critical ionization velocity (CIV) zs the
ease with whichi one can observe its symptoms in laboratory experiments and the
great difficulty in obserin its presenc in space experimients. The object of this
paper is to compare and to contrast laboratory and space CIV experiments,
focusing on one potentially important difference: the creation of an initial ion
beam. In the laboratory experiments, the magnetic field is at rest along with the
neutral gas while the plasma moves across it. In space, on the other hand, both
ambient plasma and magnetic fied are at rest while the neutral gas moves, I .ative
to the twcL PlaMa instabilty cannot occur until the neutral beam has obtained
an ionized component. In space, the neutral cloud expands rapidly and the
ultimate extent of ionization depends strongly on the time it takes to develop an
ion beam capable of producing super-thermal electrons. Photolonization, charge
exchange, associative ionization and stripping are possible mechanisms for seeding
of the neutral doud. However, because these produce ions yet are not CIV
related, thei presence confunds the experiment. Thus the presence of CIV-lhke
symptoms, such as electron heating and lower hybrid waves, may giv fakse
evidence as to the occurrence of CIV. In this work, we suggest that the CIV
initeraction may be delayed in space expements and that this delay, coupled with
fth rapid expansion of the neutral cloud, may explain the observed low yields.

L IDM~ODUCTION

The concep of critical ionization velocity (CMV [1,2J is remarkably simple-
when a neutral gas and a magnetized plasm& travel relative to each other with a
velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field V,. and eceeding a critical value V.,
rapid ionization of the neutral gas takes place. The value of V. is given by

V. - 2e#/M
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CIV is a cyclic process. Crossing the magnetic field lines, the plasma creates an
instability in the lower hybrid range, perhaps the modified two stream instability.

he ions transfer their energy to the electrons through this interaction. According
the quasi-linear theory [3,4, the electrons form a plateau tail distribution with a
substantial fraction, perhaps 10%, exceeding the energy of the original ions
The.e electrons are energetic enough to ionize the accompanying neutrals. Newly
generated ions feed further energy into the electron population, allowing the
process to continue cyclically. This process results in the ionization of the neutral
gas at the expense of its own kinetic energy.

IL THE CIV CONTROVERSY

The CIV interaction has received considerable attention in recent years.
Apart from its potential importance in cosmology, the effect could have important
ramifications in spacecraft interactions. In particular, the CIV interaction would
affect the interaction of exhaust plumes with the space environment, modifying
optical emission signatures of space vehicles.

The question of the importance of the CIV effect in space seem somewhat
controversial at present The facile occurrence of CIV in laboratory experiments
M2,5,61 has repeatedly demonstrated the existence of the CIV interaction within
well defined, and reasonably well understood, parametric bounds. On the other
hand, space experiments [7,8) have shown mostly negative, iconsistent and
puzzling results.

IIL LABORATORY CIV EXPERIMENTS

The fint laboratory experiment to test CIV used the homopolar device
[2,9. In this device, a neutral gas and a plasma Mll the space between two
concentric cylinders. In the experiment, crossed electric and magnetic fields drive
the plasma around the space between two cylinders through the neutral gas,
which remains at rest. Alfvn [10J described the homopolar experiment as
follows: "When the fed-in energy increased gradually, the degree of ionization
jumped suddenly from 0.1% to 100% in a time scale of a few pa.

Following this epoch experiment, many laboratory experiments using the
homopolar device or the coaxial plasma gun have been conducted to test CIV
[5,6, 11,12,131. In a plasma gun (Fig.l), the magnetic field is parallel to the tube
axis near the plasma source and perpendicular to the axis in the interaction
region. In the experiment, a neutral gas is injected into the region, again at rest,
and a puff of plasma is injected with an initial velocity well above V.. As the
plasma puff traverses the neutral gas, rapid ionization occurs. After passage
through the gas, the plasma slows down to a final velocity V,. Interestingly, V,
is near but above V..

Significantly, in both these arrangements, there exists from the outset a
dense plasma which is moving relative to the neutral gas and the magnetic field.
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Also signiricmnty, laboratory experiments universally fail at high neutral devsity.
This efeta has been attributed in part to inelastic collisions of superheated
electrons with the neutrals [14].

PLAM BEM N7AM

MAGAS

-SIUM6WHT MWOTO-

Figure 2. A schematic diagram of barium injection in a CIV space experiment

IV. SPACE CIV EXPERIMENTS

In space experiments, a neutral gas is injected into the ambient plasma
(ftg2) Of the many such dedicated experiments, only three reported positive
results. The three are Porcupine [15J, CRIT 1 f[16], and CRRES [171~ The rest,
including King Crab [18], Bubble Machine 1 [19], Bubble Machine II [20], Star
of Lima [21], Star of Condor [22] George Orwell [23], CRIT I1[24], and the ten
rocket releases of Jiallinan M25, all failed to obtain positive results. in addition,
the early rocket releaes [26] of bariu gas (not dedicated to tests of CMV in the
1970sr also faile to yield any evidence of CIV.

The beoatizon yields in the three positive experiments [15,1C~171 are low
(at 20%, 2%, and 1% approxfmately)ý Furthernmore, it is questionable, whether
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all of the ions observed were CIV generated. It has been pointed out that charge
e-,-a-me [27], stripping ionization [15,8], and associative ionization [28,291 may
have occurred under the conditions of the three experiments. These non-CIV
processes may be easily mistaken as CIV.

"Thus, it remains to be explained why the yield in space CIV experiments is
uniformly low.

V. DIFFICULTY OF CIV IN SPACE

There may be several reasons why CIV acts so efficiently in the laboratory
but leads to low yields in space. The laboratory and space CIV experimental
conditions are very different. In the laboratory, the neutral and plasma densities
are substantially higher than in space [30]. In the laboratory, a plasma is injected
into a neutral gas; in space, a neutral gas is injected into the ambient plasma. In
space, the magnetic field is much weaker than in the laboratory. Wall effects may
play a part in the success of laboratory experiments. The use of barium in space
experiments, although suitable for its diagnostic properties, may be a poor choice
due to heavy electron energy loss through line excitation [31]. We focus here on
one possible explanation, that initial conditions are not appropriate for the CIV
interaction at the outset of the experiment and that, later, the rapid expansion of
the neutral cloud leads to yields that are necessarily low.

In a bomopolar device or a plasma gun, the plasma is established prior to
interaction with neutrals. In the plasma gun experiments, instability and hot
electrons are produced even before neutral contact. Thus, it is not too surprising
that rapid ionization takes place. In space, on the other hand, there coexists a
dense neutral cloud, a stationary ambient plasma of considerable density and a
tenuous beam made up of seed ions created from the neutrals. In this case, the
dispersion of the modified two stream instability becomes

Son2I 2_ + - 1 (2)(W ( -n) (w -ke) V? W

where w. and f. are the electron plasma and gyrofrequencies, a*(Ba) and "I(O)
are the ion plasma frequencies for the barium beam and oxygen background
respectively, t is the wave vector and 9 is the angle between the wave vector and
the ion beam velocity V.

The nature and extent of the wave heating of the electrons depends
strongly on the relative density of beam and ambient ions. Also, when the neutral
beam is very dense, electron/neutral elastic collisions can thwart the electron
heating altogether [321. To be considered as well is the energy drain arising from
electron excitation of the neutrals, which is preclusive to the CIV discharge when
the exitation time is smaller than the heating time [33]. This effect is especially
severe for barium, the element used for the vast majority of space CIV
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We Propose that these factoua, and perbap others, create a situation in
which the neutrais are not properly seddin the early portion of spbce
experiments. Improper seeding would result from any process which restricts the
free and efficient flow of ion kinetic enerv to the creation of superthermaj
electrons. Thiese restrictions can be thought of as creating a delay time td
between the release of the aSo and the initiation of the cyclic enerV transfer
process that a the critical ionization velocity discharge. We show next that if t,
is too long. a simple model of the expansion predicts that the ultimate yield will
be low.

VL A CIV YIEW MODEL

We assume that the CIV discharge has beew delayed by td. We can express

the number of electrons e, created by ionizaio through simple kinetic.
dei ________ (3

where e, is the number of electrons created through seeding. N the number of
neutrals of the beam, k - <vv> the reaction rate constant with v the electron
velocity and a the ionization cr noss section, a the fracton of electrons energetic
enough to ionie, V the volume of the neutral clotid t is the time from release,
and 9 the Heaviside function. For spherical expansion, which approximates many
of the releases quite well, V can be modeled as

V- 1iV'$t (4)
3

where v, is the radial expansion velocity.
If we neglect the contribution of seedin after t., we can divide by N on

both sides, givinig yield Y as a funiction of time

dY _I 1N iL2(1-fY)~ (5)
dt 4w, g 3

where we have defined the yield Y as

a .+e (6)
N
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SolinS the differential eq(S), one obtains

for t a t4 and where is a constant-

43NVk, (8)

The yield Y(t) in eq(7) increases with the initial yield YO at t=t. If we assume
that the seeding mechanism does not substantially deplete the initial number of
barium atoms, and Nf we further asume that the process is linear, we MWn that
bfr the disharge begis,

dY V, (9)

dt

where v. is the seeding rate. This means that

Yo - V.t, (10)

At t=ca, the yield Y from the experiment becomes

y 1+ _~x[3Nkcrj- (11)

12

la

0.4

•O0. W t" WIkm/s ,uSpJ

02.

DELAY TiNe(ws)

Figure 3. Yield as a function of delay time and radial expansion velocity.
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It is rmnarabl that the yield Y(td v,v (eq. 11) depends anicially on the delay
time td and on the expansion velocity v, (Fig.3). This result has an important
implication. If electron impact ionization is not initiated uIckly in the barium
injection CIV experiments in space, the ultimate yield will be compromised, even
if the experiment last a very long time and if the energy transfe efficiency is
100%.

V. THE CONCEPT OF DELAY TIME

In this model, we treated the delay time t% as an absolute prohibition to
electron impact ionization and we assumed that the boundary between no CIV
ionization and CIV ionization was sharp. Although the boundary may not in fact

Of be a step function, there are factors which prohibit the energy cycle from taking
iat place early in the expansion of the cloud.

Townend's criterion 134J requires that the beam transit time rT across a
magnetic field line exceeds the electron heating time i3 . Physically, this limits
the enera cycle because electrons ae essentially tied to the plane of the field
lines and EXB; the electrons cannot ionize if the neutral cloud passes them by
before they are heated. This requires t, to equal or exceed the critical transit
time rr In a typical space expimmt model, the cloud velocity is 8 kmA, the
radial expansion veocity I kmh, and the heating time [35] is about 30 ms. In this
case, rT would e d after 118I .

For an expanding beam starting from a singularity, the neutral density N is
extremely high initially. This has two effects. First, line excitation will prohibit
electron impact ionization [331 if the time for excitation of an allowed state of
barium r. is shorter than the beating time rw Barium has an unusually large
excitation cross section of the order of 2(-15) cm2. With the expansion model,
we find that -._ is shorter than I ms up to about 400 ms into the release and does
not equal rH until about 1 second. Line excitation, then, appears to be a likely
fctor responsible for large t,.

High neutral density also leads to electron/neutral elastic collisions. It has
been suggested [15,321 that these collisions effectively suppress the modified two
stream instability until such time as the elastic collision time .b equals the lower
hybrid time ' approimately. Evaluating this condition with the model above
and an elastic collision cross section of 3(-15) cmO results in a delay time tq value
of about 500 ms, so that electon/neutral elastic collisions appear as a likely factor
as welL

The above factors together impose restrictions on the experiment which can
be imagined to result in a sharp boundary between no ionization and ionization
at t, In addition, there is another factor due to theflnitebeamwidthL 3 . When
L is much less than the lower hybrid wavelength I, the growth rate is reduced
[36M. In laboratory CIV experiment, this is not a problem bemuse Ls > 1. But,
in space CIV epiments, I is of the order of Ion; A exceedls L by a factor of
10in the first 100 ins. This factor does not have any sharp transition time at all
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V. CIV SYMPTOMS BY NON-CIV PROCESSES

A CIV discharge requires seed ionization to initiate. In CIV space
experiments, seed ionization must be generated by non-CIV processes. For

example, associative ionization [291, charge exchange [271, and stripping ionization

(15,281 are non-CIV procesus that may occur in barium jet injections in the
ionosphere.

A + 0 - AO+ + e" (Associative Ionization)

A + O -0 A+ + 0 (Charge Exchange)

A + 0 -- A+ + 0 + e" (Stripping Ionization)

The product ions of these processes may be mistaken as evidence of the

CIV interaction. Therefore, if barium ions are observed, it does not necessarily

follow that the CIV interaction has contributed significantly to their production.
Adding to this uncertainty is the fact that the magnitude of the reaction cross
sections for the above processes are subjects for considerable dispute among

researchers.
With the high velocities of neutral gas used in the CIV space experiments,

the ions produced by the above non-CIV processes are probably beam-like [291.

The beam created by the chemical processes may energize electrons just as does

the CIV interaction, thereby producing associated symptoms such as plasma
instability waves, energetic electrons, electron impact ionization, electric field
fluctuations and AlfJvn waves, etc. It seems, then, that chemical reactions may

mimic the CIV interaction almost completely, making accurate diagnosis of a

space experiment extremely difficult.

VIL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The conflicting evidence for CIV from the laboratory experiments and from

the space experiments has led us to to the explanations presented in this paper:

In the laboratory, a plasma beam is readily available. In space CIV experiments,

the ambient plasma is not beam like. It takes a delay time td for the neutral beam

to form an ion beam and to initiate electron impact ionization. There are factors

which prohibit the CIV cyclic process from taking place early in the beam

expansion. The yield obtained in a simple model shows strong dependence on the

delay time td and the expansion velocity v, If td is too long, the yield drops off

dramatically. The result is even more remarkable when one considers that the

model includes no loss mechanisms for electrons and ions. The loss of electron

energy to line excitation [31], for example, could make the critical t, even lower.

Considering the many complications in the performance and diagnosis of

space CIV experiments, it seems unlikely that a 100% yield can be achieved.

Minimization of the cloud expansion, however, appears to be an important

consideration in maximizing the yield.
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